“The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts:
and though all its parts are many, they form one body.
…. God has arranged the parts in the body, every one of
them,
just as he wanted them to be.
…. those parts of the body that seem to be weaker
are indispensable….
Now you are the body of Christ,
and each one of you is a part of it.”
1 Cor 12 v 12, 18, 22, 27 (NIV)
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Introduction
It’s Sunday and you want to go to church. Think about your
usual Sunday programme.
What would you have to do differently if you had sight loss?
What would stop you being fully included in the life of the
church:
l

getting to church?

l

getting around the church?

l

participating in the services?

l

meeting other people after the services?

l

at a fellowship meal?

l

in a house group?

Many blind and partially sighted people face barriers to
full inclusion in their church life every week – and yet it
is actually very simple for churches to make quite small
changes so that everyone feels fully included. Most of these
just require a little thought and preparation but cost very
little.
Everybody is different. There is no one perfect solution –
but there are useful guidelines that work for most people. If
there are already people with sight loss in your church, ask
what they think. This booklet contains some suggestions,
but you will find many more appropriate solutions that work
well for your church.
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Jesus’ teaching and the Law
Jesus’ teaching is quite clear – we are all of equal
importance to God and are all allowed equal access to Him.
We were all created in God’s image and, however we appear
to other people, each of us is a vital part of the body of
Christ.
The Equality Act 2010, makes it illegal to treat disabled
people less favourably than non-disabled people for reasons
related to their disability. The law applies to all service
providers, including churches and organisers of public
events.
This is a relatively new piece of legislation - but for churches
it should simply be a reflection of what Jesus taught 2000
years ago, and what we should already be doing in response
to His teaching. The law now compels us to take action
to include people with disabilities in the activities of our
churches, but our motivation should be our desire that
everyone should hear the good news of Jesus Christ and be
fully included and involved in the life of the Church.
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Kathy’s story
Kathy is registered blind. She has some
residual sight which means she can see colour
and shape and also read large print for short
periods of time. She attends a local Christian
Fellowship where it is important to her to be
able to join in the worship along with everyone else.
The pastor and other church leaders are committed to
making it possible for her to participate fully in the life
of the church.
All the songs and other worship material for the
Fellowship are prepared on computer each week to use
on the overhead projector. Kathy cannot see the screen,
but it is relatively simple to print the same material in
large print. So, when she arrives at the church, Kathy is
handed the church notices and a set of songs for the day
in large print. She uses an electronic Bible with speech
synthesis, which can be carried in a pocket or handbag
and allows her to find the relevant passage to listen to
through an earpiece.
As church members have become more aware of her
needs they have taken responsibility for arranging
transport for Kathy to get to house group. People from
the group try to ensure that she has printed material for
discussion recorded for her – either an audio version of
the book they are studying or group members record the
relevant extracts for her. Anything that is not recorded
will be read out during the discussion.
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Facts and figures
l

There are over two million people in the UK who live with
sight loss.

l

It is predicted that by 2020 the number of people with
sight loss will rise to over 2,250,000. And by 2050, the
numbers of people with sight loss in the UK will double
to nearly four million.

l

One in five people aged 75 and over are living with sight
loss; one in two people aged 90 and over are living with
sight loss.

Only a very small percentage of blind people have no sight at
all. Many people who are registered blind can see light and
movement, or more than that but within a restricted field of
vision. Everyone’s eye condition is different –
l

it might affect their distance or near vision;

l

they might have no central vision or no vision to the
sides;

l

their sight might be patchy or it might be blurred;

l

their sight may vary with their health and with the time
of day;

l

some people can see well to get around but not to read,
for others reading is no problem but mobility is difficult.
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Many churches will not have anyone in their congregation
who is registered blind, but it is quite likely there will be
people who are registered as partially sighted that you do
not know about. There will almost certainly be people in
most churches who cannot see well enough to read projector
screens or hymn books.

Barriers to inclusion
There are physical barriers to inclusion, such as:l

getting to church or house group;

l

being unable to read hymnbooks and orders of service;

l

being unable to read letters, invitations, news sheets,
prayer lists and other printed materials;

l

being unable to see the projector screen;

l

inadequate or unsuitable lighting;

l

getting around the church or hall.

Most of these can easily be dealt with after a little thought
and discussion. However, physical changes amount to very
little unless they are accompanied by a change in people’s
hearts and attitudes.
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For most people with disabilities, the greatest barrier
to inclusion in the life of the local church is the lack of
knowledge and understanding of the people around them.
Wrong attitudes are usually unintentional, but they can be
enough to cause an issue with inclusion. For a person with
sight loss this could mean:l

being given a lift to church, but not being included in
general conversation;

l

not having enough information to participate fully in the
life of the church;

l

use of inappropriate language by church leaders and
members which, unintentionally, makes people feel
excluded;

l

not being accepted as they are – perhaps encountering
an expectation that they want, or need to be healed.
“At my previous church they seemed to regard
my partial sight as evidence of lack of faith.
They didn’t really seem to know what to think
about disabled people.”

A positive and welcoming attitude can overcome many or all
of the physical barriers that may exist within the church.
“My church probably doesn’t comply with the
Equality Act at all – but I’d rather have their
fellowship”
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Nevertheless positive attitudes should be reflected in
positive action – and certainly attitudes without action
will not be enough to meet the legal requirements of the
Equality Act.

Removing
the barriers
The most obvious way of removing barriers (but one which
many of us seem too shy to do!) is to ask the person with
sight loss what help they need – if any.

Choice
Most people with sight loss want to be treated as individuals
and are very able to explain what help they need – so ask!
“I just want to be treated as normally as
possible, not singled out as different.”
Losing some or all of your sight doesn’t suddenly make you
part of a new and different group of people. People with
sight loss don’t have to sit on the front row or with other
blind or disabled people. Communion doesn’t always have
to be brought to the blind person – but they may need a
guide to take them up to the communion rail. Don’t assume
that all people with sight loss will make the same choices.
Always ask.
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Making contact
l

Address the blind person directly – don’t speak to their
friends (or guide dog!) first.

l

Tell the person with sight loss who you are – your voice
may not be instantly recognisable, especially in noisy
situations or if you use a hushed voice before a service.
“Please say your name, even if you think I know it.”

l

If you are in a group, make it clear who you are
addressing.
It can be very embarrassing to reply to a remark
addressed to someone else.

l

If there are new people at church, people with sight loss
will need a sighted person to tell them that that person
is there and maybe introduce them, so that they can be
involved in welcoming visitors.
“I can’t make eye contact, so I need them to initiate
conversation – I might not know they’re there!”

l

Say when you are moving away so that the person with
sight loss is not left talking to empty space!

When to offer help
It might not be obvious to you why someone needs help in
one situation but not in another, or why one person can do
something and someone else can’t. It is always appropriate
to offer help, but don’t be offended if it is declined on this
occasion. Most people with sight loss will be pleased to
know that you are there if they need you.
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“I can see to do most things if the light is right
for me. People are often surprised if I have
to ask for help when the light is less good –
sometimes I get the impression that they think
I’m messing them about!”

Getting to church
Many people with sight loss are quite independent when
covering familiar routes, but getting to other people’s
houses for meetings could be a problem. Some people
will not be able to get to church at all unless transport is
provided. Offering a regular lift can make a big difference.

Information
Try to think what you would not know about your church
if you could not see. Would you know which way everyone
is facing or if they are sitting, standing or kneeling? What
happens at the communion service – are there lots of small
cups or one big one? Do people take the bread and eat it
immediately or wait and eat together? What is the speaker
holding up for everyone to look at? What pictures are on
the projector screen? Who is standing at the front of the
church? Why is everyone laughing? Why has it suddenly
gone very quiet?
People with sight loss may need this sort of information if
they are to feel fully included in the service. The better you
know the person, the better you can anticipate the level of
information they want.
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Giving directions
Be specific in your directions - don’t just point at things
or say, “it’s over there.” If you bring someone a chair or a
hymnbook or a cup of tea, make sure they know where you
put it.
“It’s really embarrassing to be offered a cup of tea
but not know when it has arrived. After one meeting
I asked someone if I could have a drink, only to
discover that it had been sitting on the table in front
of me for 5 minutes but no one had told me!”

Layout of room
A person with sight loss may want you to describe the
room and its setting to them so that they can orientate
themselves in the space.

“Churches with pews are easier for me - they
provide landmarks for getting around. People
move chairs - then I don’t know where I am!”
This doesn’t mean that all churches should have pews,
but a consistent layout is helpful. Moving chairs and
leaving things in unexpected places, especially in dark
corners, means that people with sight loss can easily fall
over. (Young children running around can create a similar
obstacle.) Make sure that all spaces where people walk are
kept clear to prevent accidents.
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You should also be aware that other factors can have an
impact on a person with sight loss’ ability to move around
the church:
l

Large open spaces, visual clutter and noise can all create
difficulty.

l

Colour contrast, tactile flooring, handrails, visible
markings on glass doors and good even lighting can all
make life easier.
“When I go into a building from bright light outside,
I need time for my eyes to adjust to the different
light before I am confident to move around. Most
people probably think I’m totally blind so they
wouldn’t realise how important light is to me.”

Guiding a person with sight loss
l

If you don’t know the person you are guiding, touch them
gently on the arm to let them know you are speaking to
them.

l

Always check whether they want help and how they
prefer to be guided.

l

Usually in sighted guiding, allow the blind person to
take your arm at the elbow so they are walking slightly
behind you. They’ll feel your body movement as you go
up or down steps, stop or slow down for an obstacle. You
should never try to guide a blind person from behind.
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l

Be aware of any obstacles, from floor level to head
height.

l

Say if you are approaching steps up or down. If stairs
have a handrail, the person you are guiding may prefer to
use the rail to guide themselves up or down the stairs.

l

If you need to walk through a narrow gap you should
move your arm behind your back – the person you are
guiding will then move behind you so that you are
walking in single file.
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l

If you are guiding someone to a chair, explain which way
the seat is facing and whether it is high or low. Place
their hand on the back or seat of the chair and allow
them to seat themselves.

l

If you are guiding a blind person to a car, place one of
their hands on the car door and one on the roof so that
they can get into the car by themselves.

l

When you leave a person with sight loss, don’t leave
them standing in the middle of space – check where they
want to be, guide them there and explain what is around
them.

l

Some elderly or physically disabled blind people may
prefer to have more support as they walk with you. If in
doubt, ask how they prefer to be guided.

Guide dogs
Guide dogs are trained to behave well, so there should be no
reason why they should not be allowed into church, in line
with the principles of the Equality Act.
If the guide dog is still in harness and obviously working,
then don’t distract the dog, but do feel free to greet
its owner! (If they don’t respond, they are probably
concentrating on their route, so don’t be offended.)
Guide dog owners will need to sit somewhere where there
is space for the dog – you might want to remove a chair to
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create a suitable space. It would also be helpful to have
drinking water available somewhere for the dog, especially
on hot summer days.

Publicity and other material
A lot of information in churches is purely visual – on weekly
notice sheets, on notice boards or on projector screens.

Computers:
l

E-mail is one way of dealing with this if the person with
sight loss has a computer or tablet (e.g. ipad), or you
could provide information on a Memory Stick.
“The minister at my church sends me an e-mail
before the service, containing any printed
material that will be given out in the service –
order of service, notice sheet, songs that are not
in the book. This means I can read them on my
computer at home and make braille notes.”
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Braille:
l

Most braille users don’t have an embosser for their
computer at home so they may not be able to print out
braille copies of what you send them, but they will be
able to read it on their computer or a braille note taker.

l

Bible study notes, and other materials which can a
help, can be put into braille by Torch Trust. However,
we would need at least 3 weeks’ notice – contact us for
further details.
Torch Trust’s online resource “Worship for All” provides
an easy and free-to-use way of producing braille-ready
files for embossing if you have access to a braille
embosser (perhaps through your local Sight Loss
Association). Visit torchtrust.org for more details.

Large print:
l

Large print users should be able to read print on their
computer in whatever size and colour contrast they
prefer.

l

You should find it easy to print notice sheets in a font
that you know people with sight loss in your church
can read. Alternatively Torch Trust’s online resource
“Worship for All” provides an easy way of producing
clearly formatted large print versions of what you need.
Visit torchtrust.org for more details.

l

Paper copies of information should be black on white, or
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possibly pale yellow, with no pictures or graphics under
the print. Print should be in upper and lower case, in a
bold clear font like this one (Tiresias), sized to suit the
reader.

Audio:
l

It may be possible to record information like Bible study
notes or minutes of meetings onto CD or Memory Stick
for someone who doesn’t read either braille or print.
You could also ensure that the information is read to the
people with sight loss.

Hymnbooks
Some hymn and songbooks are available in braille or large
print. However, if you produce your own church songbook,
it should be possible to print that in large print as required.
This will be covered by the same Church Copyright Licence
used for the original songbook.
“If we are likely to sing a new song again, then
I usually get someone to read the words out for
me to braille it for myself.”

Bibles
Bibles are available in audio, braille & large print (contact
Torch).
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“My house group leader has asked several times
why I don’t bring my Bible to Bible Studies – but
we often don’t know the subject in advance.”
If you can tell the reader which passage you will be studying
at a service or house group, then they can bring the
appropriate volume with them.
l MegaVoice (pictured) is a solar powered audio Bible. It
has become very popular with people all over the world
who can’t read the Bible for themselves.
l

In braille, the Bible is in at least 40 volumes which
take up about 5 feet of shelf space, although some
braille readers now use computers to access the Bible
electronically.

l

In large print (25 point), the Bible can be in anything
from 20 to 40 volumes.
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Projectors and PowerPoint
Projectors and PowerPoint are good examples of new
technology that have been useful for most church members
but have actually disabled blind and partially sighted people
by reducing the degree to which they can participate in many
church services.
“The minister at my church always explains
anything that’s on the screen, so I know what’s
going on. I went to one church where there was no
explanation of what was happening - people would
just start singing or saying something - then I
realised it was all on the screen - it was really
difficult to join in.”
l

It should be very easy to print paper copies of
PowerPoint slides or other text for partially sighted
people who cannot see the screen. You will almost
certainly find that other people within the church will
also appreciate these, including people who need to
sit down when other members of the congregation are
standing and obscuring their view.
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“I’m not registered as blind or partially-sighted, but
as I have got older I need more light to read clearly
and I find it difficult to read the projector screen,
especially if there is any light shining on it.”
l

It will not be easy to get braille copies of PowerPoint
slides printed. If you are aware that there are people in
the church who cannot see to read large print, describe
what is on the slide and read out any key words.

l

If you use PowerPoint to reinforce your message when
speaking, it might be helpful to let people who can’t see
the screen know that you are actually saying everything
that appears on the screen.

l

Partially sighted people may choose to sit at the front of
the church so that they can see the screen – it might be
helpful to reserve some seats for this purpose.

l

Text appearing on a screen should be made as large
as possible, in a clear font, and on a plain contrasting
background. Yellow or white print on a dark blue or black
background is often best as it produces less glare from
the screen.

l

When choosing a projector, select the one with the
highest light output (lumens) that you can afford - the
brighter the better. Also, use a proper screen (which has
a matt but highly reflective coating) and mount it so that
other light does not fall on it. Brightness and contrast
are helpful to everyone.
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Screen-Sharing to tablet computers
What is displayed on the projector screen during a service
can be streamed straight to individual tablet-computers.
This enables people with sight loss to have a personal
projector screen, which they can hold at the best distance
for them, and zoom in and out as required. There are a
number of software providers to help with this, however,
we recommend OpenLP, free church worship presentation
software.

General support
There are many other practical ways in which you could offer
support if it is needed:l

Be consistent. For people to feel fully included it
is important that they know that the church will be
consistent in their approach, not just from week to week,
but also from person to person.
“My church were very receptive to the idea of
printing out PowerPoint slides for me – but
unfortunately they’re not consistent – sometimes I
get them, sometimes not.”

l

Use appropriate language that doesn’t reinforce negative
images and stereotypes – refer to blind and partially
sighted people rather than to “the blind” which suggests
an impersonal, separate group. Language is constantly
evolving, so most names of organisations
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(and translations of the Bible) use language appropriate
to the time they were established, but are not
necessarily a guide for current usage.
l

It might be helpful to have people in the church who
can act as “Champions” to provide practical support
so that people with sight loss can be fully included in
the activities of the church. It is important that the
champion discusses with the people with sight loss what
level of support they might appreciate.

l

Have a named person for blind and partially sighted
people, and any other disabled people in your church, to
speak to about the support they may need. It is unfair
to a disabled person if they constantly have to raise their
own needs. Usually they will want to just fit in with the
fellowship or church – to be obliged to frequently draw
attention to their disability undermines this. The named
person should work with the people with sight loss to
agree any action they may want to take.
“It’s very embarrassing, having to keep asking for
the same thing over and over again. It would be
really helpful if someone who understood my needs
would take that responsibility for me.”

l

Children with sight loss should be fully included in
the children’s activities of your church. Discuss their
needs with the child and their parents and be creative in
finding ways to make inclusion possible.
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If other members of the church could act as helpers or
enablers, this could allow the children to be independent
of their parents and the parents to participate in the
service themselves.
“Having people who made it possible for me to be
included in youth activities separately from my
parents was a key factor in my becoming a Christian
and, eventually, a full-time Christian worker.”

l

Adults and children with sight loss may also have
additional disabilities or illness which mean they
need help in different ways. Once again, don’t make
assumptions – ask!

Full inclusion
There is no reason why blind and partially sighted people
cannot fulfil any of the roles undertaken by sighted people
within the church (with the obvious exception of driving!).
There are numerous examples of effective church leaders,
ministers and evangelists who are blind.
“I’ve been asked to be a deacon. One of the
roles that all the deacons share is to distribute
the bread and wine for communion. It might
have been easier to just leave my name off the
list but instead, someone guides me so that I can
participate equally with the other deacons.”
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Unfortunately many people are not asked to do things
because assumptions are made about their abilities or
limitations.
“I completed a questionnaire at my church about
what skills I could offer to the church and how
I felt I could contribute to church life – but I’ve
never been asked to do anything.”

Think how you would want to be treated if you could not see.
Discuss with people with sight loss what support they might
need (if any) to carry out responsibilities within the church –
you will usually find it is surprisingly easy.
God’s plan is that we should all be equal before Him. Our
attitudes and actions can help to ensure that blind and
partially sighted people are fully, and equally, included in our
church community.

Sight Loss Friendly Church
If you would like to join our Sight Loss Friendly Church
Network please visit our website: torchtrust.org/slfc.
Alternatively phone Torch Trust on 01858 438260. Becoming
a part of this network will allow you access to downloadable
resources, advice and encouragement from other churches
who are on the same journey.
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More support and Resources from Torch
Sight Loss Friendly Church Workshops
Torch Trust offers training for churches wanting to find out
more about sight loss and the church.
Sight Loss Friendly Church workshops are approximately 2
hours long and will help your church to be able to respond
to people with sight loss. Workshops can be held at your
church, or at a venue suitable for several different churches
to join together. We do not charge for this training, but
donations are welcome.
Sight Loss Champions
Torch can also offer guidance for anyone interested in
becoming a nominated contact for people with sight loss
in your church. This is a really helpful role and can make a
huge difference in enabling your church to be truly sight loss
friendly.
Sight Loss Friendly outreach
If your church is interested in reaching out to people with
sight loss in your local community, please get in touch. Torch
can assist with equipping and enabling outreach in your local
area.
To find out more about any of these opportunities please
contact Torch Trust on 01858 438260 or info@torchtrust.org.
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Torch Trust for the Blind is a partner in Churches for All, a
campaign to emphasise the vital need to include disabled
people in every aspect of church life, endorsed by a number
of Christian disability organisations.
For information relating to Churches for All visit:
www.churchesforall.org.uk
Further information about all the issues contained in this
booklet is available from:
Torch Trust
Torch Way, Market Harborough, Leics, LE16 9HL
Tel: 01858 438260
info@torchtrust.org
www.torchtrust.org
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